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$o0 _ZON

The commuter airline industry has oxpande4 rapidly in both numbers of

carriers and nuubors of flights over the past several years, duo principally

_o the federal government deregulation of the major carriers in 1978. Follow-

-_ lng de_egulaticne the ma_or airlines showed an understandable preference for

continuing the longer, sore profitable routes, while divesting themselves of

the shorter, less populated routes previously forced on them bF the CAvil

Aeronautics Board. The commuter airlines have been picking up most of the

routes dropped. For example, in 1980 the nwnber of comzutar passengers

increased by 6, while the number of namer airline passengers decreased. The

n_ber of ccun_ter passengers increased by 13, in 1981 and by an estimated 18,

for the current year. The end result has been that more and more of the

general public are now exposed to rides on the smaller and generally less

sophisticated comnuter aircraft.

• o accommodate this increased marmot there has been an increased interest

in small [15-60 passenger), short-haul, propeller driven aircraft. This has

lead to a resurgence An research and development aimed at producing improved

commuter airc_a_ [ 1]. Technological advances An aerodynamic and powerplant

efficiencles, propeller design# and noise abatement are beAng examined

speclflcall¥ f_c application to commuter aircraft. New designs incorporating

advances An 8_ructures, aerodynamics, engines, and propellers are currently

being created by the major domestic and foreign airframe and engine manu-

facturers end leading educational institutions. In addltio,tth_nan factors

engineering _ been dune to improve the seating comfort, reduce the internal

noise levels, and increase the carry-on luggage space - three commonly voiced

crltlclsm8 of the cow,mater eArcraft. Zn summary, effort Is being expended

toward making the commuter aircraft as efficient and as comfortable as the

• major airliners. However, one important area that has received little recent

attention is ride quality or ride smoothness. Ride quality is a function _f

the aircraft aerodynamics, control system, and mission profile. The commuter

aircraft, because of Its characterlstlc aerodynamic design and typical mission

profile, is a good candidate for an active Ride Quality Augmentation System

[RQAS). This is particularly true because more and more new commuter

passengers have had flight experience only on large aircraft, and are thus

uncomfortable with the significantly rougher ride of the comuater. Ride

'1
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smoothing mys_emmaz'm no_ newe with re_q@_ch havlnq been done ovor _he l_amt 30
e

years. However, applications _o date hava bemn limited to hlqh speed, !ow'-

flying nttlieary aircraft such am the B-52, B-lf F-§ and the F-111. I

To Lnval_igate _he potentlal use of RQ_ on commuter aArara_tp the F1ight

i Research _borato_ of the Unlvers£ty of F_nsaa _nter for Reseacah_ Znc.

(TP_-KU) _nde= _J_& sponsorship undertook a study ta exam£ne the state-of-the-
I, arl of I_P,S0 and to dateline the applAcab_llty and tachnAcal feas£bIllty of
I.

i appiyAng extsCAng technology to the design off a _S fo_ curren_ and future

t The remaAndor of t_As report will Anol_Ae_

_ 1. & brief dAsous_Aon of _he basAo ooncep_s and descriptions of R_AS.

.il 2. A revAew of paa_ work AncludAng generic analytical studAes, aircraft

i specific deslgns_ and flight tested systems.

3. A review of advancesaents An related technical areas.
:' 4. And finally a recon_ended program for the continuation of R@AS

research for commutez' aircraft.
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ORIGINAL '- =' I
2.0 nasxc mm:cm[Txoaus am) corn OF POOR QtJALF_'_'

Thlm section lays the foumdatlon for the review of the ride quality

6ysts_ And Includes problsm definitions a descr_ption of the basso I_A8

• pproaohes, and 8 brief discussion of the evaluation procedure. The basic

system Is shc_m. In block diagram form In Fibre 1. In ter_ of the bsnlc

system block diagram, the problem definition Is associated with the turbulence

and .tircraft models, th_ variowl _AS approaches are Included In _he l_AS

model, and the evaluation procedure Includes the whole system.

2.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION

The fundamental objective of this study was to determine the technical

feasibility of improving the ride of conmuter class aircraft by use of active

conta_ols. A poor ride As characterized as one with enough motion perturba-

tions of significant magnitude to be unacceptable to the passengers. 2_ese

motion perturbations, or bumps, are related primarily to the vertical and

lateral acielerat.tons of the aircraft. For an unaugmented aircraft these

accelerations are a function of wing loading (W/S)0 lift due to angle of

attack (CL ) for vertical and side force due to sideslip angle (Cy) for

lateral mo_ions0 and altitude. To a first level approximation thi_

relationship is shown by the equations below:

" [w/s]2 I [O,v] (')

P"'(e% [w-R]°gwas - ] ' [ ]

For a given level of _mt (o - basically a function of altitude), a lower
g

wing loading or higher llft or sldeforoe slope will result in a rougher

, ride. As shown In Fi_e 2, a reduction in the [CL /W/S] ratio by a factor

of 2.1 has caused a full order of magnitude reductloan in the number of I/2 "g"

bumps eEperienced. From the earllest studies dating bac_ to the 1930's, up

through the most current work in the mid 1970's, low wing loading has been

considered the prlma_ design characteristic contributing to poor ride

quality.



Co_uter alrcra_t normally have low wlnH loadlnq, _nd hlHh lift curve

_lopes _ue to their mlnlm_m field len_h T/O req_alremente. _;ey aleo are

exposed to h_qh Inte_m_Ity _eta due CO their low crulne 41tltude_. _able I,

Current an4 Future Commuter Characteristics, show_ the ma_or differenc_o in

wing %ceding and oruloe altitudes typical between the commuter and the Boeing

700 series of commercial airliners. The orulse altitude in a _,aJor factor

because gust intensity increases as altitude decreases. A third charac-

teristic difference _c_e in the llft curve slope. The normally higher

aspect ratio and unswept wing of the coumlter generally leads to a higher lift

cuLwe slope. The swept wings of the larger airliners, although not designed

for this reason, improve ride quallty by decreasing the llft curve slope,

while the straight wlng8 of the typical commuter do nothing to a,l" ,'4_ate 'r:Is

problem. Finally, the commuter ride is even further impacted by the fa_- , h_._t

the com_uter8 are basically rigid aircraft. Very lltt]e of t_e turbn .-..,=_is

absorbed by tRe flex:'ng of the structure, t_us trar, smi_i_:, .... .: f,_A,, ..,_fect to

the passengers. Xa summation, the comma_er'e i_,,._ _,_._..""_ng, high llft

curve slope, low cruise altitude, and rigidity al_ contribute to a ride

quality for the commuter which is inferior _o the large airliners. A compari-

son of an K99 (a modified Beech 99) and a _oeing 737 As shown An Figure 3.

The 737 satisfies _5_ of the passengers up to a high gust level [low

probability of e_ceedance) while the _99 satisfies a smaller percentage even

at relatively low gust levels (high probability of exceedance).

Based on the characteristics cited above,con_uter aircraf_ are exellent

candidates for a R_. The larger airliners have not required R_ because

_ their high wing loading, swept wlnga_ and high cruise altitudes provide an

already smooth ride. Private aircraft, although very definite candidates for

ride smoothing, simply can not Justify the cost. Three factors _ake it

important to reexamine the feaelbillty of using RQ_S now. First, prior to

deregulation, only limited numbers of passengers with typically high levels of

flying experience rode the cosmuter8 regularly. This type of passenger didn't

exl0eCt the commuter to provide a very smooth ride. Deregulation changed this

8o that now more of the general public are flying on commuters, and they are

more apt to expect an airliner tFI_ of ride quality. To make their service

attractive to this larger class of passengers, the commuter aircraft can now

4
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i ORIGINAL PP,'_ E_

OF POOR QUALITY

Table 1. co, rent an4 _tu_e Co_ter Characteristics

aru£se _uRber of l_x T/O

--- &irora_t Vsl (mph} A2t I£tl . Pass. Weight lib) W/S A_

&erospatlale (Nora)
262 233 26-29 23369 39.5 8.7
ATR-42 319 20000 49 32450 58.5 12.4

Ahrens AR404 195 5000 30 17500 41.5 10.3

Antonov An-26 266 19700 39 (Mil) 52950 65.6 11.4

Beech klroEaft Co.

C-99 288 10000 15 11300 40.4 7.6
1900 304 10000 19 15245 50.3 9.8

British Aerospace
Jetstream 31 304 15000 18-19 14100 52.3 12.0

_ CASA C-212-200 240 10000 26 16093 37.4 9.0

i DeHavilland

_ DHC-6 (Twin Otter) 210 10000 13-18 12500 29.8 10.1DHC-7 (Dash 7) 266 10000 50 44000 51.2 10.1
DHC-8 (Dash 8) 300 32

_ Dornier Commuter LTA 250 9850 24 15102 41.4 9.4
t_

Embraer EMB-120 291 20000 30 21164 51.7 10.3

Pokker r.27-200 298 20000 52 449%6 59.7 12.0
_ F.27-500 300 20000 60 45000 59.7 12.0

i_ P.27-600 300 20000 44 45000 59.7 12.0

Gulfstream American GI-C 291 25000 37 36000 59.0 10.1

! Sash-Fairchild 8F-340 313 15000 34 25000 55.5 11.0

i_ Shorts
330 220 10000 30 22600 49.9 12.3

_ 360 243 10000 36 25700 56.7 12.3

_ 8wearingen MIt_o II 294 10000 20 12500 45.0 7.7

_; Cessna 402B 240 6 6300 32.2

Boeing

727-200 614 25000 189 299500 127.0 7,1

_:: 737-200 568 25000 130 117000 119.4 8.8
i; 757-200 494 29000 196 230000 115.3 7.8

i: 5
I
_r
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_ustlfy the added cost of an economical RQAS. ire second factor Is the recent

advances in technology particularly optimal control and digital hardware.

These advances offer the possibility of a _A$ for commuters that is both

technically _nd economically feasible. This is, therefore, an opportune time

to reexamine R_AS. Finally, the next generation commuter is still in the

design stage, and a design could now be easily modified to include a RQAS.

2.2 RIDE OUALITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM CONCEPTS

Fundamental to any discussion or research of RQAS is a basic understand-

ing of what a R_A8 is and what it does. The RQAS, as the acronym implies,

smoothes the aircraft ride by using active controls to remove the perturbatlon

motions introduced into the aircraft bY the natural turbulence or gusts. The

RQAS consists of three subsystems: (I) some type of sensor(s); (2) a control

algorithm/law; and (3) some surface actuation system to apply the desired

corrective forces to the aircraft (Figure 4).

The design of a RQAS is dictated by the variable used to define the

disturbance and the mechanism used to apply corrective forces and moments to

the aircraft. Two basic approaches have been utilized for sensing the dist_-

bance (Figure 5). The first method, referred to as an open J_op system, uses

a vane mounted on a boom on the forward part of the fuselage. This vane

senses the gust induced change in angle oE attack before the gust hits the

wing. The second method to quantify the disturbance, referred to as a closed

loop system, senses a vehicle motion variable, e.g., acceleration, rather than

an external variable such as the gust itself.

No matter how the perturbation is sensed, the R_AS will then use oorrec-

tlve forces and moments to attempt to control the ride. This is done through

either attitude control (elevator for vertical and rudder for lateral),

through direct force control (direct llft/sldeforce generators), or a combina-

tion of both. Finally, whether attitude or direct force control is used, the

control surfaces can be either existing surfaces (elevator, aileron, flap,

rudder), or separate dedicated surfaces (split elevator/aileron/flap/rudder,

separate side force generator).

The control algorithm operates as an interface between the sensing system

and the actuation system. It is of course a function of the sensing and

i_plamentation decisions, and it provides the desired dynamic response of the

6
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. total sl_tem. The control algorithm can be designed for an analog or digital

In smmary, the decisions on the tl_e of sensor, the control a..gorithm

development, end the attitude/direct force control executed by either existing
i

primaz_ surfaces or separate dedicated surfaces are all interrelated. Thus,

the selection of the components of a RQ_ must be made on the basis of an

entire system. The variety of possibilities are illustrated later when past

designs are reviewed.

2.) ANALYTICAL SYSTEM EVALUATION APPROACH

A standard evaluation method n_st be applied to all RQAS considered in

)'_ order to insure a fair comparison of all systems. This standard method must
t

_=.I_ include standard inputs, and a standard quantitative way of ev, luating the
4

effect of the RQAS. Therefore, the first step in this project was to examine

1 the inputs and output performance measures for use in RQAS design. _ppendix A

contains the detailed discussion of ride technology, including the various

!_ types of inputs and output performance measures. The following provides a

summ_ y of that information.

The forcing function generating the requirement for a RQAS is the

_i atmospheric turbulence. Various mathematical models have been used in the

if analytical design of RQAS, each having specific advantages and disadvantages°

The various turbulence models considered for analytical use were: the single

,_: discrete I-co8 gust_ the Von Karman power spectral density (PSD) model; the

_ Dyrden PSD model; and the statistical discrete gus_ (SDG) model° The 1-¢os

:_, gust is most applicable for analysis of extreme cases, while the PSD models

'_, are more appropriate for an analysis over a significant range of inputs. The

_i, $DG method has been used by the British in preliminary work, but has yet not

_' been used in actual design efforts.

_i In addition to deEinlng a forcing function, a performance measure to

,!, compare RQ_ is required° ',his measure has typically been some measurement of

!; the attenuation of the unwanted perturbation motion at specific flight

_'! conditions and frequencies. In the early work, prior to the 1970's, there was

i, no quantitative measure of "ride comfort," and in fact this term had different

,_ meanings to the different researchers. In the 1970's a great deal of research

,_:. was directed toward generating a quantitative Ride _ality Index (RQZ) which

.:_ would correlate well with the qualitative passenger ratings. This research

J,
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was d_rected at £dentify£ng _he key motion variables and their relative

£mpor_tn_e. &4e_iled rev£ew is £ncluded £n Appendix &. This resulting I_X

would be used _o compare unau_aented aArcraft Co augmented aircraft_ and

various RQ_S designs to each other,

8



3.0 _ Or RIDI _,Z_ N]QIJNT_ZON _ NID _ 'L_C_K)Z,0GZ/r,8

'_ To determine the current state-of-the-art of ride improvement systems, a

computerlsed end manual literature search, from 1951 to the present, was done

using the following _oplcs/key wordss ride quality for general aviation

aircraft, ride quality, gust alleviators for general aviation aircraft, gust

iX alleviators, ride comfort, ride quality, active controls, electric airplanes,

and turbulence _odels. The total list o£ all documents reviewed during this

_: literature search is included as Appendix B. Other sources of in£ormatlon

were dis_usslcns with prominent researchers in the fields of ride comfort

quantlficatlon, RQAS, and other related areas. Based upon this body of infor-

mation, the research review was divided into three parts: RQAS research prior

to 1970; RQES design subsequent to 1970; and related technologies. The RQAS

after 1970 were further subdivided into generic studies, specific aircraft

designs, and flight tested systems.

3.1 R_AS PRIOR TO 1970

Efforts to perform ride smoothing on aircraft began as early as the

1930's [2, 3]. Some innovative and complex systems were tried during the

early years. One of the earliest and most unusual efforts consisted of an

aircraft with wings mounted to the fuselage by skewed hinges and pneumatic

struts. The pneumatic struts acted nulch the same as the shock absorber on an

automobile, that is, when unbalanced forces were encountered the pneuaatic

struts w_uldpermit the wing to skew, thus changing the angle of attack. The

problem with this concept was that the basic lateral maneuvering was llm/ted

to very gradual movements in order to prevent the wings from skewing in

opposition to the desired rolling moment. Ano_._r of the early efforts was a

very complex system designed in about 1938, but not test flown until the late

1950ts and early 1960'S. This system used a v,Jry complicated system of

separate surfaces controlled by cables and other mechanical means to relieve

the unbalanced forces caused by the turbulent gusts. This particular system

con_olled both the vertical and lateral modes, and even with modern tech-

nology would require a multitude of sensors and servomechanisms to implement.

Zts severe complexity caused this system to be discounted for any possible
i"

operational use after a few research/demonstration flights.

o,

9
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i i__

":'I' The British designed and conducted test flights of a Rg_ on the

_/_ Lancaster bomber in the early 1950's. This SFStmu consisted of an open loop

angle of attack vane sensor that drove el.metric aileron deflections for

vertical ride smoothing only. The system exhibited amplif£eds ratha_ than

attenuated, vertical motion In early test flights and so was abandoned. _fter

a later detailed analytical review, the failure of this sMstem was blamed on

./ incomplete analysis of the system's pitching moment due to aileron
deflection. In their earl F efforts, and to a certain extent in their current

_ efforts, the British and other Europeans tend to favor t_he vane sensor open

'_I loop systems o_ _merous efforts by the NAC_/NASA and private _anies were carried out

:In the U.S. between 1950-1961. The most significant of these was for a

_!! vertloal ride snoothlng system initiated in 1951 [4]. _nis RQ_S consisted of

=_/_, a vane sensor on a boom with direct lift control through flap deflection and

pitch control through the elevator. This preliminary analytical stud_ was

_' followed by a flight test on a C-45. The C-45 was modified to provide

!-_ separate dedicated RQAS control surfaces (Figure 6]. The flight test was

_:_ performed at a single flight condition and resulted in a 40-50% attenuation of

i-_ vertical acoele_ ttion at specific frequencies. Pilot opinion of the handling- ._,

iiii qualities remained favorable. Further flight teats added slaved ailerons to

_ the direct llft flaps and a negative feedback in the flap command loop to

_ permit trim changes. _n attenuation of 60% in the short period frequeno_

,: range was attained. A closed loop system with a C-G mounted aocelerometer was

!-_, also tested, but with much less spectacular results.

:_,, l_om 1961 to the early 1970'S, very little work on RQAS was done in the

_i U.$. The work that was done by other countries was generally analytic [3].

_._ This relative lack of activity by NASA and U.S. c_npanies during that period

/: is accounted for by the lack of a valid requirement for the application of a

-:!,_ 3.2 ,I_SB_sJtCH FR_4 1990 TO THE. PRESENT

_ RQAS research has been active during this period for two applications:

_i_.... STOL aircraft and military aircraft. The potential use of STOL aircraft for

_-- _r' intracity transportation caused an active interest in the early 1970'S. 5TOL

! :_!i aircraft had an even more dramatic need for RQAS's than modern commuter class

i_ii. aircraft d_e to their very _ow wing loading. When the 5TOL aircraft did not

| _OOU i _,jc--_ 1 l_,J i-/v,-
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¢aptuze the lazge share of the intracity market as expected in the 70' is the

RQAS research was again deemphasised,

Throughout this period the reeeazch into RQ&S or gust alleviation eyete=

has been of active interest to the _tlit_ both in the U.$. and abroad. The

high speed low level penetration mission often flown by the _tlitary =squires

an active au_entation eye,e: to alleviate pilot ratine and to improve the

weapon platfor: capebilit¥o However, the prLmu:y focus of this subsection

will be a review o,2 .,'._ASresearch efforts with results applicable to commuter

type aircraft,

$ • 2 • 1 anal_ic. _udiee-Para:__etric

Three parametric designs have been selected for discussion in this

subsec_ton because they represent three _Lfferent approaches to the design and

implementation of a RQAS. The first study was done by Boeing-Wlchlta and was

generated for an advanced STOL configuration [5]. The second was done b_ the

Royal Aircraft Establlshment and is concerned with a fighter-type aircraft [6,

7]. The third study was done by Lockheed-CA and was one of a family of

studies done for _A [8].

The Boeing study dealt with a Jet-powered STOL transport larger than the

normal commuter. The aircraft was configured for a wing loading of 46 psf,

130 passengers, 750 N.M. range, a 2000 ft. field length, and a cruise math of

0 8. This conEiguratlon used double slotted trailing edge (TE) flaps. The

RQAS used the aft portion of the TE flap for longitudinal ride smoothing and

the rudder for lateral ride smoothing. Linear, small perturbation, six

degree-of-freedom rigid body equations of motion were used for the aircraft

model in the analysis. Randan turbulenc_ using the yon Karmas spectrum and

discrete I-¢os _aete were used as inputs to the aircraft model. _he turbu-

lence probability of exceedence of .001 was used, corresponding to gust

intensities ranging from 9.8 fpe during approach to 5.7 fps during cruise.

&oceptable levels of vertical and lateral accelerations were set at .11g'e and

.O55g'e respectively. The control signals were based on the feedback of only

,,. vertical and lateral accelerations sensed in the passenger compartment. The

_' plots of vertical and lateral acceleration for cruise, descent, and landing

are shown in Fi_ee ?, 8 and 9. The RQAS was shown not to degrade the

handling qualities of the aircraft (Fig. 10) d_ring cruise and descent. The

l_aS reduced the accelerations to within acceptable limits for the cruise and

11
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g
descent modes. However, the l_&S could not be used during landing because of

a de_adatlon in the handling qualities. Some of the areas for future

research specified were the need for gain scheduling, the accuracy of the

rigid aircraft assu_?tlone and nonollnearltles introduced in severe

turbulence, The overall conclusion was that a STOL transport with the stated

cheracterlstlas and a Rg_ could provlde satisfactory rlde quality and

competitive hlgh-speed perfo_uance, although de_adatlon of the handling

qualities required further examlnatlon0

The recent British efforts in the ride smoothing area h_v_ been para-

metric studies directed toward fighter-type aircraft [6, 7]. Their appli-

cation differs from a commuter R_AS in that they are more concerned in

smoothing the ride in terms of a weapons platform. This requires that

pitching motion in addition to accelerations be reduced. Reference 6 deals

with only the vertical motion and proposed the use of direct lift flaps or

ganged ailerons £or implementation. This _ork examined the use of a closed

loop acceleration re,aback, an open loop angle of attack signal, and a

_. combina_Lon of both. Both the Dryden and yon Karman PSD and a statistical

: discrete gust method were used. The initial work concluded that active ride

smoothing could not be done very well, because when the magnitude of the

accelerations was reduced, the number of acceleration peaks (bumps) increased

(at lower magnitude levels). This was in contrast to the decrease in both

magnitude and number of Peaks caused by an increase in wing loading or a

decrease in llft curve slope (Fig. 11)°

In their later work [7], the British examined the importance of the

frequency content of the gust response by including a crew sensitivity factor

consisting of the human frequency response and a crew station load factor to
t

better evaluate the 9ust effect on the crew (Fig° 12). This design used both

: an unspecified device for direct lift control and the elevator for pitch

ten,el. & combination of gust vane and accelerometers were used as

sensors° The British again pointed out the increase in sign reversal in the

acceleration response, a phenomenon that they refer to as a "cobblestone

ride." It was also hypothesized that in a flexible aircraft, this

characteristic may indeed be enhanced. Finally, a concern was presented

regarding the conflict between handling qualities and ride smoothing systems.

In sunuatlon, the British have found that although the magnitudes of the gusts

can be reduced using active control, an increase In the number of "bumps"

,I
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occurs and that cars _et be Used In Implementlng a RQAB which may prove a

detrAment to handling qualities.

The third parametric study was done bF Lockheed-CA under N_A sponsorship

(8]. The confl_ation used was for 30-50 passengers, a cruise of math .5e

and reversible flight controls. The _A8 design for this study was based on a

three-degree-of-freedom longitudinal model and utilised the Dryden spectrum

for the system input. The control signal was implemented through trailing

edge flaps, spoilers, and elevators, l_edic_lons were made that this system

could give this advanced shoz_ haul transpo=t ride characteristics s_ilar _o

the larger c_mercial air,:raft. However, no quantitative results were

documented.

3.2.2 Anal_ic Studies - S_ectfic _Lrcraft

Five aircraft specific RQAS designs have been selected for review and

comparison. This b:oad range of systems was selected in order to get a

representative c=oss section of all possible sensing and L_plementation

schemes in order to batter evaluate their relative strengths and weaknesses.

These designs va_ in application from a light personal aircraft (Cessna 172)

to an SST design. These RQ_'s represent applications to linear and non-

linear systems at flight speeds from ve=y slow to supersonic, with control

systenl ranging from simple reversible to complex active irreversible, and

applied to both small rigid and large elastic aircraft. _hese five designs

will be reviewed in chronological order of their application.

The first design in this area was applied to the SST [9] and is the most

technologically advanced. This design was for a digital _plementation on a

flexible aircraft that must compromise between handling qualities, stability

augmentation, ride quality, and modal suppression. The RQ_ was l_ted to

the vertical n_de and used two body mounted accelerometers, a digital

stochastl¢, model following control law was implemented through only elevator

control. Through appropriate choices of the quadratic weighting matrlcee got

the =ontrols and the state variables, the aircraft responses were tailored to

reflect emphasis on the desired goal (i.e. ride smoothing, modal suppression,

etc. }. The conclusion was that dlgi_al modern control techniques can design a

combined stability, control, and ride smoothing system for a relatively

complex aircraft model.

13
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From the most complex deelqn, the next to be reviewed is the slmplest. _ ,i

This design was made for the Cessna 172 [10] _n4 was a purely mechanical

system that required no electromechanical or hydraulic sensors, actuators, or

control system. This RQAS was for the vortical mode only and was designed to

use direct lift control through meohanlcal linkage to an auxillazy sensor

wlng/vane. The basic concept was very sim£1 • to the pivoting wlng concept of

the 1930's, except in this case the main wing did not move but rather the

auxilla_ wing moved under nonstea_ loads. The aux£11ary wing was connected

to the flaps on the main wing _ough mechanical linkage. _en a gnst load

hit the sensor wing, it deflected the flaps on the main wing so as to keep the

non-equillbrlum load due to the gust from causing unacceptable accelerations.

The system was designed but never implemented due to the large weight penalty

incurred. This system had the advantage that it was purely mechanical.

However, this system would have been ve_ limited in appllcation because of

the inherent inflexibility oE a mechanical system.

The next design was created by Boeing-Wichlta under NASA contract for the

DeHavilland DHC-6 Twin Otter [11, 12]. This design controlled both vertical

and lateral ride smoothing through the use of direct lift generators end the

rudder, respectively (Pig. 13, 14). This system applied separate surfaces to

implement the RQAS commands. The separate surfaces included the use of

irreversible flight controls and electromechanlcal serves for the dedicated

separate surfaces, and the reduced requirement for redundancy and reliability

in the RQAS. This system was designed to use acceleration fee_ack to

dedicated control surfaces and was based on linear, rigid, six degree-of-

freedom equations of motion. The original program called for a Joint U.S.-

Canadian aircraft modlficaclon and flight test program. However, due to

decreased emphasis on STOL aircraft, this program was not continued _mst the

analysis stage.

The fourth design was made by the Northrop Corporation for the F-5 [13],

a small highly, maneuverable fighter used in a ground attack mode. This

mission requires low level high speed flight, and thus the interest in a ride

smoothing system. The Rids Improvement N_de System (RIMS), as Northrop called

: their R_AS, was designed to use the existing TE flap and actuator system for

dlre_c llft control to provide only vertical ride smoothing. A non-linear,

longitudinal, three degree-of-freedom Continuous System M_dellng Pzogram

(CSMP) was used to model the system. The worst possible flight condition,

,q
14
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M-.9 at 500 fie was chosen for the design. The Dyrdan spectrum was used as | "
f

the turbulence model, end a probability of ex_eedence of .01 defined the quse

intensity, Although the r-5 is vo_J different erom a cQ,unuter aircraft, _ts

wing Ioading is 57.5 pof. Th£_ _Imilarity in wing loadln_ makes the results

of this study applicable to co_uter aircraft.

A baseline RX_was designed and implemented on the Northrop Corpora-

tion's Large _mplltude Flight Simulator (LAFB). & block diagram for the

baseline and a lag/lead RIMS is shown An Figure 15. RMS accelerations were

attenuated by 40-50_ when using the baseline RIMS (Fig. 16). The baseline

RX_ left a large peak between 1-2 _, and a structural peak between 10-15 14st

both of which caused concerns. A lag/lead compensator was then added to

tailor the response _o reduce these peaks, the result of which is shown £n

Figure 17. Howevere both RIMS versions caused drastic de._adation in

han_ling. Therefore, a Command _del Interconnect (CMI) (Fig. 18) had to be

added to correct the handling qualities problem. The CMI fed the pilot's

stick ccHeand forward _t_ough a lead/lag filter to the stabilator to

compensate for the resistance encountered from the RIMS. This modification

had visually no _a_ on the performance of the RIMS but improved the

handling qualities over the standard F-5 C_ (Fig. 19). The conclusions of

this study were that improved ride qualities were possible with relatively

simple control law t_pl_aentat£onsw and that the degradation of handling

qualities could be avoided with _udicious selection o_ control loops and

interconnects.

The last design to be reviewed in this 8ectionwas made by Dornler for

application on a Do 28-TNT, a commuter class aircraft [14]. The design was

for vertical smoothing only and was based on linear two degree-of-freedom

equations of motion. This design commanded _Iro_t It_t controls based upon a

perturbation signal from a combination of van_ angle of attack and accelera-

tion Eee_a_k. This open and closed loop c-mbin_cion was used because the

open loop method was too sensitive to error in the aircraft parameters, and

the closed loop method caused problems with the frequencies near the structural

modes. Pitch rate control was not used in order to retain adequate handling

qualities. The comfort criteria chosen was based upon a linear combination of

all the linear and angular _otion variables. Although flight tests were

progranned for the early 1980es nothing has been foun_ that contains any

information on whether or not flight tests were ever done.

15
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_t_ree systems either designed _pecifi_ally fo_ _ide _oothing or very

closely related to ride amoQt_hin9 have been fl£qht tested. The first of these

was done by the Fi_-I_ under tIASa sponsorship. This program was directed

specifically at the use of separate control eurface_ for stability auqments-

i_ tion. The second program was by the University of Virg:Lnle under NASA

sponsorship, and was a RQaS demonstration pro,j_am on the General Purpose

ktrbor,e Simulator (GPAS). _he third program to be discussed is presently in

connerciel service on the L-1011. It also did not deal specifically with a

RQ_, but rather with the very closely related topics of GUst _oad klleviatton

(GL_) and Maneuvering Load Control ( MLC).

The FRL-KU Separate Surfaces Stability Augmentation System (SSSAS)

program involved the design, implementation, and flight test of a S_S using

small separate surfaces on the Beech 99 [15, 16, 17]. _he basic program goal

was to demonstrate the use of these separate non-prJ_nary control surfaces for

the S_S functions. A SAS of this type would greatly reduce the requirements

for reliability and/or redundancy. The separate surfaces for this program

were generated by splitting the existing control surfaces of the Beech 99

(Fig. 20). Thle was feasible on this particular aircraft because it had an

excess of control power available. Standard techniques were used for control

surfaces sizing, control derivative calculation, surface balanclng, and

flutter analysis. Classical control techniques were used to develop the

analog control laws for the test _ondition8. The system was tested on both a

ground based hardware simulator and flight simulator prior to flight test.

" The flight teat proved the feasibility of the separate control surfaces

concept. Although this program specifiually demonstrated a separate surface

S_, these same separate surfaces could easily be used for the RQAS function

by the proper adaptation of the control algorithm.

The second RQAS design was test flown on a research airoraftw the NASA

GPAS (a modified Lockheed Jetstar C-140 light utility transport}. This

aircraft already had the necessary direct force generators with existing

actuators with adequate responses. _he design of the RQAS was done by the

University of Virginia under NASA sponsorship [3]. This Ride Smoothing System

(RSS) design controlled both the vertical and lateral motions through a closed

loop system. This RSS used a combination of acceleration feedback end pitch

attitude feedback in a pitch damper loop. The analytical calculations were
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iI based on a rigid, linear, mall perturbation, _ix degre_,-,of-freedom modQl with

nagllglbla ongine gyrosuopio_o The Dryden speotrt_ wa_ _ed for _he turbulence

, Input PSD, because of Lt_ factorabiI/ty, and the _]uae Lntens_t;¥ level wan

defined by a probability of exceed@sos of .01. The study utilized elnssiual

root locus end bode design techniques. The principal desicjn problem was

seleutin9 She correc_c combinations of gains and filters for each of the

feedback loops (Fig. 21). Two longitudinal laSS designs wore selected for use

in simulation and flight test. Two separate lateral RSS'o were designed, one

using t_he direct Iideforcs generator and one using only the _udder. The

t rudder implemented lateral RSS was found to be deficient and only the direct

sidefo_oe PSS was used for simulation and flight test. The PSD response plots

'i for the two longitudinal designs are shown in Figures 22 and 23, and the

I_ lateral RSB and the resulting PBD plot are shown in Figure 24. The ride

t comfort index shown below, using only vertical and lateral RMS accelerations,
was used to evaluate performance.

> C " 2 + 11.9 i z + 7.61y
,/!

, ,_ analytical evaluation of the index showed about 1.0 point reduction from

:.._ the basic aircraft value of 3.6. This is equivalent .to Increasing the

_ % percentage of_ satisfied passengers from 67% to 85_.

This system was also modeled on a fixed base simulator to attempt to get

-i'i. some pilot opinion of the modified handling qualities. The results of the

i-.,li: ground based simulatton indicated a slight improvement of the handling

'i qualities with the RSS turned on. The next step was then to flight test the

i system on the GPAS, The RSS was implemented on the onboard analog computer

:2 and the existing sensors and control surfaces were connected appropriately.

"i Due to a non-aSS failure on the GPAS, only two flight tests were conducted.

_: ; Based on the limited amount of data available, the preliminary conclusion was

":_ drawn that the theoretical and experimental data agreed reasonably well. No

) '_-.!.,, qualitative data from passengers was taken, so the predicted increase of

=-"_i., satisfied passengers from 67% to 85% could not be substantiated by actual

.., passenger experience. Three suggestions _or follow-on work were 111 to tr_

• optimal control, (21 to investigate more thoroughly the requirement for gain

"_,.'. scheduling, and (3) to perform more flight tests.

,,. 17
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The final symtem implemented in a exlstin_ aircraft was done by LQckheed

to the L-1011 [18]. ThA_ system Is curre.tIF certified and in Qommerclal

service aboard loma L_IOII'a. Althou_h not designed am a RQA8 (bsaau,e the

rlde o_ the L-1011 deem not require one), _h, Maneuver Load Control (MLC) and

_lt Load /&l.levlation (GLK) syatems have the e_me functional c_onents as a

RQ_, but perform a 81AQhtly different talk. The obJe_tlve _f these systems

As to keep the aircraft wings _rom bendiJ_ either due to 9usts (GLA) or during

maneuvers (MLC). Then systems were Implemented on the L-1011 in order to

extend the span withou¢ adding excessive structural weight. Tae extension of

the span Increases the aerodynamic efficiency and therefore the range. Both

these systems used acceleration feedback and separate surface controls and

operate under much the same principle as a RgAS. The experience gained from

those systems relative to reliability and acceptance should prove bene_icial

to an attempt to certify • commuter RQ_.

3.3 _A_a_SDT¢CSSOLOGZSS

All but one of the RQAS research and designs reviewed in this study were

designed utilizing classical control design techniques (Root: Locus and Bode

analysis) and analog implementation. These were the current state-of-the-art

at that time. The fact that these RQAS were test flown demonstrated the

technical feasibility of these systems. However RQAS were never used

operationally principally due to the difficulty of providing adequate RQA8

performance over the entire mission profile, and to problems in the degrada-

tion of handling qualitles. The total mission performance problem could have

been solved using gain scheduling, hut gain scheduling is difficult to imple-

ment with analog systems. Similarly, the handling degradation problem was

solvable using classical analog control design techniques, but as a separate

problem for each different flight condition.

Just as the airline deregulatlon of 1978 provided an increased need for

RQAS for commuter aircraft, the advancemen'_ in related technolo_ has improved

the overall feasibility of the RQAB in tends of performance, reliability and

costs. In particular, advanre_ in modern control theory, aircraft parameter

identification, and digital hardware now provide improved technical and

economic feasibility of RQNg for co_uter aircraft.

Although modern control design techniques have existed since the early

1960's, only recently have these techniques been demonstrated in flight

18
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tests. _he advences In modern control theory are most evident In the appliaa-

tion to spacecraft and _Llitary aircraft, but these techniques have also been

applied to lighter a._.ra_aft. D_ight test programs have d_unonetrated an

opt|really designode full s_ate feedback-gain scheduled autopilot on the CH-4?

tandem rotor helicopter [19, 20], and a full state feedback fixed gain auto-

pilot on the N&VlOg general aviation aircraft [21]. N_re recent research (22]

has projected that the optimal control design procedure can be modified for

controll.ers us4ng less than full state feedback. The use' of limited state

feedback co_bines the advantages o£ the malti-input/multi-output structure of

optimal control with the reduced sensor and/or observer requirements desirable

for cosmater /mplementation. The utility of the optimum design procedure is

that by a_usting the state or control weighting matrices, the response can be

tuned In any manner desirable. For example, a trade-off can be made between

ride quality and handling qualities by appropriately weighting the acceleration

and pitch attitude states. A _rade-off can also be made between the state

response and the control activity by appropriately weighting the state and the

control variables.

Along with the increased use of modern control techniques, and partially

motivated by the requirements assoQiated with optimal control, the capability

to more easily, _ulckly, and cheaply derive accurate alrcraf_ models has been

greatly improved. _he FRL-KU has developed, under NASA sponsorship, a

portable self-contained parameter identification package [23]. This package,

with the assoQiated computer programs, can provide accurate stability deriva-

tives in a short time and for relatively low cost. The existence of tools

such as this, which provide the accurate aircraft model necessary for optimal

designs, has greatly enhanced the capability to apply optimal full or limited

state feedback to designs of systems (such as RQAS) for commuter aircraft.

_companying the advances in optimal design technology are the advances

in the digital hardware needed to implement these advanced designs. Knowledge

• of the rapid advanGes in _/croprouessor capabilities lu wide spread. The

exponential increase _n the use of microcomputers in the laboratory, the

office, and the home has given the development of new m,d more powerful micro-

processors the impetus needed to really push the state-of-the-art. Capabili-

-. ties have increased while costs have come down. For example, the Z-80 Central

:_' Processor Unit (Cl_), since only 1980, has doubled the operating speed from 2

M_z to 4ME_, while reducing the cost by almost two-thlrds. The reduction in

19
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._ cost of memory and peripheral chips is _uet as _eatic. _companying the

increased capability and decrease in cost lea marked improvement in the

reliability and maintainability of digital equipment. The Collins avionics

Group of Rockwell International has turned toward digital radios and avionics

because these components are easier to make, faster and easier to maintain,

anA are now better supported bF ground crews properly trained in digital

systems [24]. Digital subsystems in avionics and displays have already been

integrated into commez_ial and commuter aircraft designs. Digital primary

flight control systems are currently being developed by the USAP. The

increased capabilities and reliability, along with reduced cost, offer

increased potential for application on .:onmater aircraft systems such as the

RQAS°

!, The advances in sensors and actuators, although not nearly as _amatio as

.i'_ the advances in digital technology, have produced lighter, more powerful, and

_ more reliable _ponents [25]. The emphasis on eleo_romechanical serves has

_, been d_e primarily to the desire to utilise the Reduced Static Stability (RSS)

,.i on fighter aircraft, such as used on the USAF F-16, to realize reduced drag

,_'I penalltle8. However, the advances made could provide benefits to the design

o_ of a R_AS in terms of lower weight, increased power, and increased reliability

_ " and reduced _ost.
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4.0 DZBCUBBZOR AND _OlIIINDATZOR8

The most basis question in the a_ea of R_AS As "Are RQ_S needed for

commuter aircraft t_ay?" We submit that the answer to this question is very

definitely yes. P_ominent researchers felt that the answer to this question

was yes as early as 1976e even prior to the deregulation of the major

cazTiers. Re stated in Red [26], passenger ride oomfo_ can have a

significant Influence in deteraLtning acceptance and use of various modes of

ai_ transportation. Therefore, as more and more of the general public fly on

oommnter class aircraft, making the ride feel as smooth and comfortable as the

larger ooEmerolal aircTaft _st assume a higher and higher priority. Re shown

in Ra£ [27], even the advanced designs do not exhibit nearly as good a ride as

the existing commercial airliners (Fig. 3). The same ride deflclen_ exists

in the ¢_rrent _omauters, but to even a greater degree.

The coam_ter has low wing loading, a high aspect ratio unswept wing. It

also has more landings and rake-Offs, and a lower ox_lise altlt_e, the total

result of which is a relatively bu_qpy ride. The commuter is definitely a good

candidate for a RQA8, and the technical feasibility has been demonstrated by

the research already done. The problem then is to design and demonstrate not

only the technical aspects of a R_A8, but also to dem._nstrate the economic

feasibility. The remainder of this section discusses the research development

required to accomplish these objectives, and proposes a preliminary RQAS for

detailed design and development.

4. I RIDE _UALITY RESE ,A_H AND DEVELOPMENT

Having es_llshed both the need for a RQAS for co_ter aircraft and the

high probability of the technical feasibility of such a system, the question

remains as to what else must be done before RQA8 will be incorporated An

future commuter designs. There are three ride quality research areas which

• warrant further investigation either prior to, or concurrent with, the

detailed design of the preliminary RQ_S. These three areas are (I)

fundamental research, (2) applied research, and (3) research toward

development of an analysis, design and evaluation procedure.

• 21
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4. I. I runa_#ne.al _soar?h

Two baals research areas which require additional investigation are

i=:i surface controls and the RQZ. Basic questions regarding the use of
separate

! _ separate surfaces includes [1) what effect will the unsteady aerodynamics

it, caused by the constant motion of the controls have, (2) what design procedure
t !

i! I_ should b_ use_ for sepsr ate surface location and si,ing, and _3)what ty_ of

[" actuator power reliability and redundan_ requirements should separate surface

have. In terms of the RQI, an extensive amount of literature has concluded

that, if RNS variables are used in the mo_el only, vertlcal and lateral

acceleration are needed to provide good correlation between the qualitative

and quantltative subjective transfer function. However, a basic question

still exists as to whether a straight RNS variable should be used in the RQI

equation, or rather should some frequency weighting be applied to the RMS

_ variable as the British did with _an Frequen_ Response plot shown in Figure

,. 12, Z_ some frequency weighting is applied to the RMS variables, than the

!_ correlation between the qualitative and quantitative subjective transfer

I function must also be reexamined to determine i_ attitudes told rates must be
.I(
s included in the RQX expression. One further aspect of the RQZ that needs to be

"ii': examined further is t/Is different effects that up-and-down motion have on the
I

!, passengers. Perhaps some type of "average" acceleration biased in either the

_._ up-or-down _irection would provide better correlatlon than an RMS value.

= _: These basic research questions are independent of any RQAS design efforts.

4. I• 2 ADDlied Research

_, Two concerns associated with RQAS in general are the requirement for gain
_. scheduling and the amount of RQAS and structural interaction. The need for

!' gain schedullng was mentioned in several of the efforts reviwed, but no

quantitative evidenQe supporting or denying this concern has been found. The

fact that stability control derivatives and gust intensities vary significantly

"I.. over a typical commuter profile suggests the need for gain scheduling, but this
11 requirement is thus far unsubstantiated. _other research area applicable to

!_ RQRB in general is the effect, both in the areas of strength and fatigue,

:' which the RQRS will have on the structure. More information on component and

!i,i'_" structural fatigue and the tradeoff between RQAS performance and structural
_" design is needed.
i:0
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4.1,3 Develoj_ent of Desi_ _al_sls and _aluation Tools Y

This is the third area of research required, and it must be done prior to

the detailed development of a specific RQ_S. Although separate pieces of a

design, analysis, and evaluation procedure exist, they have not been integrated

Into a single comprehensive packeqe. The basic elements of such a package are

shown in FAMe 25. The actual control algorlthm design, whether it be

classical or optimal, is well understood and can readily be applied to a RQAS

design. Two of the pieces of the analysis end evaluation procedure, that is

the turbulence model and the RQI transfer functions (with the exception cited

above), are also well understood. _he weak link prior to the present time has

been the lack of an accurate aircraft model for most of the existing commuter

aircraft. This deficiency can now be easily and economically overcome by the

use of the portable, inexpensive flight parametric package developed by the

FRL-KU under NASA sponsorship. _II the pieces exist and must now be integrated

into a comprehensive design, analysis and evaluation procedure. The creation

of this procedure should be the next step in the RQAS research process.

4.2 RECOMMENDED RIDE QUALITY AUGMENTATION SYSTD4 PRELIMINARY DESIGN

Based upon the review of past research it is recommended that the _AS

shown in Table 2 be designed to verify the design and evaluation procedure.

The detailed selection criteria are discussed below.

Table 2. Preliminary I_/LS Design Config_ration

• Longitudinal _is to _nooth Vertical Accelerations

• Closed Loop Feedback Acceleremeter Based System

• Rigid Body D_na_Lcs

• Separate Surface Controls

• Optimal Digital Control with Gain Scheduling

The selection between smoothing only the vertical motion or both the

vertical and lateral motion is a tradeoff between need and complexity.

shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9, the lateral accelerations experienced are

generally 50% or smaller than the vertical accelerations, so the need for

lateral smoothing is not as great. However, the smaller acceleration

magnitudes are somewhat counterbalanced by the increased sensitivity of

passengers to the lateral accelerations. To further complicate matters, ,_
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_ convenient d,'Lrect force control surfaces do not exist for the lateral mode as

they do for the vertical mode. of the designs that attempted to control the

I lateral mode, only one used the rudder for control and that was the L-I011.

That particular effort was aimed more at reducing the fuselage bending rather

than to attenuate accelerations. Both the University of Virginia design, for

implementation on the GPkS [3], and Boeing design for the DHC-6 [11, 12]

_' recommended that lateral ride smoothing be done using dedicated side force

: control surfaces. The University of Vir_Inla examined the use of the rudder

for lateral smoothing, but found it unacceptable. Overall, due to the diffi-

: oulty involved and the questionable payoff, it is recommended that the normal

commuter RQ_S be designed to control only the vertical acceleration.

The decision between open and closed loop control laws has been based on

i,._. several considerations. _he open loop is simpler and has been done more

i_, often, but it has soae rather significant disadvantages. Although some of the

_._ early RQ_ efforts, most notably the NACA C-45 [4], used a vane sensor success-

:_ fully, and the Dornier design plans to use a combination of vane and accel-

_ erometer system [14], the control algorithm for the vane system still has open

i loop chara_eristios. That causes it to be very sensitive to errors in the
_:.

i; Stability derivatives, the area which is currently the weak llnk in the

_- analysis procedure. The open loop system could prove difficult to implement

!_ over the entire range of flight conditions (gain scheduling). On the other

- hand, most of the more recent work has been based on the closed loop

-. approach. A closed loop system, implemented tllrough a digital controller

using optlmal control techniques, would provide the most flexibility and the

:_ best means of the gain scheduling. _herefore, the recommendation of this

study is to design commuter RQ_ using a closed loop aocelerometer based

system.

Even though a few of the designs reviewed used elastic aircraft equations

i_ of motion, it is the recommendation of this study to utilize the simpler rigid

aircraft models in the analysis and design. _he designs that used the elastic

aircraft were for the SST, the L-I011, and the F5 [9, 18 and 13 respectively].

The need for the elastic aircraft equations for the SST and the L-I011 is

obvious, and the need for the more compllcated analysis oE the F-5 was caused

by the extremely high dynamic pressures encountered at _-.9 at 500 ft. _Ii of

. the other designs studied used the rigid aircraft models, and it is'felt that

for the normal co_ter this is a valld approximation.
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I_AS designs have boon made using either the existing control surfaces or

additional separate control surfaces. The use of separate surfaces on a

aommter airaraft was demonstrated by the Unive=sity of Kansas in the Beech 99

BeStS, and the concept of using separate surfaces for a RQaS was proven by the

University of Virginia on the GPAS. This sethod of mechanization for the P_&8

has several advantages. One of the prima_ ones would be the lack of feedback

to the control column of RQ_S co.ands, as is inherent in the reversible

control system au_opllots used on ooa_uters. Also, because this would not be

a £11ght orltioal mode, the use of separate surfaces would pez_alt electro-

mechanical ee_vos coupled to a digital controller, a reduction in reliability

and redundancy requirements, and the later possible addition o£ advanced SiS

and autopilot fun_tons. Rs shown in the SSS_ program, when the au_aentation

system is properly designed, the primary controls can override the separate

surfaces even An the case of a hard over failure. These characteristics would

enhance the acceptance and certification of a RQAS.

The final selection, the one between a classical analog or the sore

advanced di_FAtalcontroller I,_lemantation, is one o5 the keys to the feasi-

bility of an advanced RQ_. P_.sshown by the review of past work, RQ_S have

been deslgned and even flight tested prior to this pro_e=_. Many of these

efforts have demonstrated that the RQRS Is te=hnlcally feasible, and yet it

has not been le_lemented. Many of these e££orts have recommended _at addi-

tional work he done In the area of optimal designs and _ gain scheduling,

both of which are tasks that are difficult if not impossible to do with analog

systems. T_e dramatic advances in _icroprocessor8, in general, and in their

use in digital air=raft systems, in particular, has opened the door to the

possibility of dlgi_zing commuter _lass aircraft° The a_companying advanoes

in digital _ontrol systems design make the introduction of a digital system in

a oo_muter in a non-flight crlti=al area an attractive prospect at this

• time. The in_lusion of a low _ost microprocessor for the RQA_ function _Ight

induce the use of digital sMste_s for other functions such as autopilots,

navigation, SiS, etc., in addition to _/_emicroprocessor's recent introduction

in the area of digital displays° It is because of the attraotivenes8 of these

poeslble e_panslon areas, as well as the direct benefits to the RQ_S that the

selection of a digital aontroller is recoa_ended for the coena_terRQ&$.

Following detailed design, this R_A_ should be i_plemented on a aoving

base simulator to provide validation of the design, analMsls, and evaluation

25
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,-:. proaedhtre. The ol_c_l program w_d also include mo_Ltfioation of an existing

oommuce_ and an extensive flight test p_ogram. This total program should be

aooomplished in a _aely manner to perm£t inclusion of a _a8 on future

oommut.er airoraft while still in the design stage.

26
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APPINDXX A
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Z_RODI_TX_
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as dAscuued An the body of the report, the quality of the ride exper-

ienced on a comua_er aircraft is of an inferior nature when compared to the

larger comwrclal airliners. In order to boost passenger acceptance of

coum_teta, active RQM can and should be implemented to reduce the levels of

accelerations, or bumps, encountered bM these aircraft. However, before

designing such a system, both an analytical input (turbulence model), and an

analytical performance measure (quantitative ride quality index) must be

selected to insure comparability of the various RQ_S designs. This appendix

examines the current state-of-the-a_ in basic ride quality technology and

reconnends an appropriate input and performance measure for use in the design

phase.

METHOD OF _ALYSXS
i|

A schematic of the analysis method [26 or 28] to assess ride quality is

illustrated in Yigu_e 26. In this section, the analysis method illustrated in

Figure 27 will be used, sincez

a. other inputs to _he subjective _ansfer function such as noise,

temperature, seating, others will not enter our analysisl and

b. the effects o£ cost, time, schedule, others on the subjective value

fun=tlon ie really outsi_J the scope of this study.

It should also be noted that the aircraft forcing function would normally

be of 3 types,

a. internal [e.g., engines),

b. e_ernal [e.g., at_oepherlc turbulence), and

c. human (e.g., steering}.

In this report only atmospheric turbulence will be considered since we are

interested in the design of Ride guallty Control Systems.

THE AIRCRAFT FORCING _JNCTION_ TRANSFER FUN.CTION AND MOTION

The aircraft input forcing function is atmospheric turbulence, which can

be characterlmed as gusts in all slx-degrees-of-freedom. However, since

!
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_t' co_ort models _ll re.Are only vertical and lateral linear accelerations
't.- lose F_j[. &.261, only those components of the turbulence field will be

i considered.
I

Statistically defined atmospheric properties show that the gust intensity
can be plotted as a function of altitude and probability of exceedanee (Figure

!.I _ 28, data from [291 ). This clearly shows that turbulence, regardless of thei probability, greatly increases at altitudes generally below 15,000 ft. Thus,

:!_I no matter whteh umthod8 we pick to input the turbulence, the gust intensity

,.i_ will be much h:l.qher for the commuter them for the commercial aireraft flying

'L at 30,000 ft. or h_gher. The three _tattnot methods coanonly used to model
:!, the turbulence are the isolated gust, power spectral density, and the
ii'

statlat4eal ddolrete gust concepts and are _tscuseed in detail below.

i+ a. The Zsolated Gast (XG} Concept: 1-cosine state

,,?_ This concept tends to represent _ather better the conditions of the

"i extreme event, but the amplitude duration effects are completely lost. The
L ,,'_

_ method of analysing the ZG concept [30, 31] £s as follawas

.I The _Ltscrete Oust has the "1-¢o8tne" shape defined ast

._ V- O, x < 0

_ V - 11 - cos , 0 < x < 2d (A. 1)
_._ m

_ V" 0, X > 2d

' This equation has a graphical representation as illustrated in Figure 29. The

_"' magnitude Vm can be found frc_ Figure 30. The parameters L and U used in this

i% figure are the _ryden scales and intensities for the velocity component under

! _,. consideration and are as given in the nex_ section. The effeota of several

!-_: values of dm _hould be investigated, each chosen so that the gust is tuned to

:. _. each of the natural frequencies of the aircraft and its flight control system.

; ! The response of the eiraraft to a l-cosine gust can be found following

}-/! the methods suggested in P_f. 30. It Is not presented hers because the other

};_ two concepts which follow are more widely used in ride quality studies.

_-ii •
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I

b. The Power _e-*tral Dan.it¥ (_D) C°nao_S .......Von I_rman and Dryden

This concept tendm to better represent the oondltlons _n which the

extreme events are embedded rather than the events themselves. There are two

descriptions to the I_D eonceFts

1. The Von Karn_n Speutral Form

This _orm Is usually preferred s_nce It matches closely actual measured

spectra but has a disadvantage in that the analyses and co_putations

associated with £t are usually more difficult. The method of analysis [30,

31] Is as followsJ

The Von _azman spectre ere given ass

*v.(,) - °' _"[,'.,.*(,.3.1<"':"9.._vl_.) ',',/_ ,A._)
and

(_). o2% 1.,._ (1.:3.%.)"
%g w 1, [1 + (1.aa9_wa)a]ll/s

I_.3)

where:

vg, wg = gust velocities in the ¥ and Z d_rection8

Ov, ow = gust intens4ties

= the wave number or spatial frequency

Iv, Lv - scale8 of turbu3.ence

Equations A.2 and ,_..3 are defined such Chat _he mean sc_re turbulence

velocity is given by integrating the power spectrum over all positive spatial

frequencies (fl)or _he temporal frequenc_ _(rad/sec) sensed by the aircraft.

The temporal frequenc_ is related to the spatial frequency b_ the true

airspeed w

m - _v {_.4)

Therefore, the spectral densities are _ransfomed to functions of m as

eollows

_(_) . !v% (_ " _) (a.5}
g

and

: "::; _ ('2u;'_'_ ";i " _-_-_:"_ _ -_ .,-_._...... __, :.:_,:_ • .. :-.c_._.., - _- ",. : .:._ -,._._:_._._:.. _--.:_.:-" _'. .2 :--:._= ;_"_: -':'::_:-, ';- : - .-::'-" ;_ À(x4¼�P�":"-'_'
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1 ' °_w1")1 = _ *w (a - _1 1^.6)

,[ Th_ rc_t-mean-ncluara in_an_Ity ow _or elmer a_r t_rb_1_nce tm defined in

_ Rl_lure 31 an a function o1_ altltudn. U_tng the relmtionshtpl

t o2 o 2
; V W

, %21----;" _/----_ (A.7)%
_lVeS 0 v.

The scales _or clear air turbulence using the Von Karman form ares

above h - 2500 ft_ L v .- Lw - 2500 ft.

Below h - 2500 it, Lv - 184h 1/3 ft. (A.8)

Lw- h _t.

For thunder storm turbulence, i.e., for severe turbulence, the RNS

intensities o and o are both equal to 21 FPS. The scales for thunderstorm
v w

" turbulence (for altitudes below 40,000 gt.) are:

% = %- 2500 et. (a.9)
,. Since the outputs o_ interest _or the co_ort model to be used will be

the P_S accelerations in the vertical and lateral directions, these can be

--" obtained by integrating their power spectral densities over frequency space

:: which are given byz

Y

11'
_a 1_) " ay _v 1_) (A.lO)
y _vg_

and

lal'
(_a (all - _)wlw) 1A. 111

z _wgI

:_ Here, I_I and I_} are the transfer functlons for these accelerations

relating them to the turbulence field and can be obtained using any standard

text on alrcraEt stability and control (see Eor e.g. [30] ), The RMS accelera-

, tlons are slmply the square root oE the integral.

! 32
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i 2, The Dryden S_ectral FQrms

._ Thlm fools when used givas results which do not closely match actual

I measured spectra but it has th- advantage of b_Ing spectrally factorable

1 theroby _eatly almplifying th_ .naly.es and _omputatlon.. Raf. 32 (aynopslol,
1 in [33]) shawl that results u_ing thll form does not gIvl too good a

*I predictlon of comfort rating when oompared to comfort ratlnq obtainod using

actual measured motion (but noto that deficiencies in the knowledge of the

aircraft' transfer function may have played a part). The method of analysis

[30, 31] is as follows=

The Dryden Spectra are given as:t,

o (_) .0.2L--v 1+ 3(,vn)=
..,_, vg v ,, [1 + (,_)212 (A.I=)
"_ and

_., .0.=L ,, 3(Lwa)2
i w w w 2]2 (A. 13)g [1, (Lwa)
,_; The RMS intensity 0. for clear air turbulence is again obtained from Figure,, W

31. Using the relationship:

_; 0,2 0.2
.._ v w

L L (A. 14)
: V W
:i

gives O •

The scales for clear air turbulence using the Dryden form are=
• b

Above h m 1750 ft.= Lv = Lw = 1750 ft.

Below h - 175_ ft.= Lw = h ft. (A. 15)

',_ Lv = 145h 1/3 ft.

For thunderstorm turbulence, the rms intensities 0. and 0 are both equalv w

to 21 FPS. The scales for thunderstorm turbulence (for altitudes below 4N,000

: ft. ) are:

;, • Lv - Lw = 1750 ft. (A. 16)

i., On following the analysis given in the Von Karmas Epectral form, we

finally get=

_ _a (o_) - _v 1_1 (A. 171

i ,: Y _vgl '_

"_ 33
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and

,.= (,)- I_-_1 = ,w (.) (&.18)

c. _e s_atiqticF1 _screte _st (SOG)Concept

This concept has been developed by Oones [34]. The idea behind this

concept is that a system designed to the isolated gust concept would not be

satisfactory if subjected to the power spectral density concept and vice

versa. Therefore, a unifying theory (i.e., the SDG concept) would resolve

such matters. The SIX) concept comprises a turbulence model in which families

of discrete gusts are used to represent patches of continuous turbulence.

Here, the turbulence model takes the form of an agp_egete of discrete ramp

gust and the families of "equiprobable" ramp gusts follow a law Vm~ H1/3 as

illustrated in Figure 32. These statistical characteristics are consistent

with the energy distribution defined in the Von Karman spectrum. Thus, it is

possible to employ coordinated discrete-gust and power spectral turbulence

mu_els both related to a ¢onuon turbulence reference intensity _ which a_s as

an overall measure of atmospheric disturban¢es and for which probabilities of

exceedance are available based on overall global statistics [34]. The

relationship between the reference intensity _ and the true RMS intensity _i

of a component of turbulence with scale length L is illustrated in terms of

power spectra in Figure 33. From this figure:

2 = area under solid curveoi
_2 . area under dashed curve.

Since turbulence intensity is often described qllalitatively as light, moderate

and severe, such te1._s may be approximtely related to specifi¢ values of the

reference i_tensity according toz

Light: %'clue of r_erence intensity = 3 FPS

Moderate: Value of reference intensity = 6 FPS

Severe= Value of reference intensity = 12 FPS.

Three concepts which can be used in modelling the turbulence have been

presented. A suitable choice must now be found. Although the SDG concept may

seem a good _holce, the Von Karman description of the PSD concept is

suggested. The main reasons for doing this are that: "q

34 q
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1. The Von _arman spectra most closely matches actual measured motion.

2. Rof. 32 (synopsis in [33]) shows that results using the Dryden form

do not correlate well with the comfort rating obtained using actual

. measured motion. Taking (1) into consideration, it can be seen that _

the results would have agreed better if the Von _arman spectra had

been used,

3. The SDGconcept has not been used to a significant extent yet (such

as the one described in (2)) and thUSe it cannot be used with much

confidence.

If it is not feasible to use the Von l_rman forms the Dryden description

may then be used as the next best possible choice.

SUB3ECTIVE _L_qN_'ERFUNCTZON

Using the method of analysis presented in the previous section, it is

possible to deduce the RMS accelerations of interest to us. These RMS

accelerations, when inserted into the equations given below (commonly referred

to as Ride Comfort MOdels), give values of the Ride Con_ort Index C which can

then be used to compare all the different designs. These Ride Comfort Indices

are always given in terms of a rating scale employing descriptors ranging from

-I "very comfortable" to "very uncomfortable" (see Table l.l) and are derived by

trying to relate in the beet possible manner (e.g., by regression analysis)

the actual measured motion experienced on the aircraft/simulator to the test

sub, sots/passengers estimate of their own total comfort at the end of each

evaluation period.

Table A.I. Ride COmfort Rating Scales

(a) 7-point Rating Scale

Very COmfortable 1
• Comfortable 2

Somewhat Comfortable 3Neutral 4

Somewhat Uncomfortable 5

Uncomfortable 6

Very Uncomfortable ?

(b) 5-polnt Rating Scale

J
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Ve_ Co_oz_able 1
Comfortable 2
Neutral :3
Daoo_ortable 4
Very UncoL_ortable S

For ride comfoz_c models, many options are generally available and

there£ore _he best one has to be selected. The various models toge_er with

thelr AtawbaeMs sad advaatage8 are:

Nndel (a)

cos)- I+ IovI0_ + 0.00017sClog10inax)a[Clog10gl)a -

(lOgl08max) 4 ] (Aef. 3el 1&.191

_are:

¢"" _a_ " _ valets of coaqponent 8i (l_e effective stJ_mzlus) _ ..

8i - RH8 linear acceleration (;i) o= ms angular velocity (gi)

8T£u Thzeshold to :an_ lines: accele=a_.tonsor _an_ eng_larvelocities

EA - /4_tionsensltivit¥ coefficient.

?hAs is an unusual model based on the log o_ st.Lmuli,stAs_li being a

funcCAoa of _ acceleratioas aad angula_ velocities, some motion sensitivity

coefficients and thresholds Co random accelerations and angular velocities.

This model is not: _eeoammde4 for use in P.ide _uality Systems design since

when At was used on1y once [36] the results obtained were completely 412fe.r_._

from those ob_Ane4 using ocher com_orC models.

.od,1 4hl

c¢s) - _.e + 11.s ; + s.0 ; + 1.0 ; + 0.:s _+
- - S y X

+ 0.4 _ + 1._ _ (aef. 37) (_.20)

This model As also suggested for use in [14]. _hts model when At was used

[36] showed an excellent agreement wi_h model (c)_ but since it As much mo_'e

a_lex, it _as re:Jested in favor of _e e_lar model (C]. ,_

36 "'
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c,s)- 2+11.,; +v.e;ywhen; 1., ;y ,A.21)

(accelerations encountered in ¢o_uter flights)

i_f end

C(S) -- 2 + ; + 25.0 a when a < 1.6 a (A.22)
z y z y

(from simulator data - Oetstar GPAS)

(eel. 38)

This model was derlved using data from in-flight s._ples on regularly

scheduled commercial flights in the north-east region of the Unlte4 States

[38, 39]. Three types of aircraft were involved--the TWin Otter, the Nord 262

end the Vclpar Beech 18. The Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.72 for this

model.

The observations made for model (b) applies here as well. Ref. 32

(synopsis in [33] ) shows that computations based on the motion measurement

when inserted in model (c) showed a very good agreement when compared to the

actual passenger response. These observations together with the observations

ma_e for model (d) (F,c(. &.23) suggest that at this stage, model (c] is a very

good choice to use.

,_ ModelId)

c(v) - 1.es+ e.32 ; + ls.1 ; + 21.s ; �0.1e3_- 1.20_- 0.23e;
x y z

(Ref. 40) (Ao23)

This model was derived from data obtained using the U. S. Air force Total

In-Fllght Simulator (TZF5) aircraft. In Ref. 40, it is shown that there is

quite a good agreement with ride-comfort ratings predicted bY model (o) end

therefore thls model Is not suggested since it Involveo 6 degrees-of-freedom

and is not in as sample a fom as _del (c).

37
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'4-,

i" " _171 ,, 2 + Cmot=14on) + enolise ) + C_ + CT (Raf. 26 or 281 1&.241

i where s

';!"t

c=ot - 1.62;,, + 38.9 ;y when;y < 1.6 ;z

!, cno - 0.19 (asia) . eel

•il c_ - 0.00s1];-901_where, _ - 1 for _ > 9om/sin._ • N8

61; 0 for _ < 90 m/mAn.

_ r._ - 0.054 (T - 20.516 T wheres 6T - 1 for 2 + Cmot + erie + CI_ > 3.4

%- ofor 2+cmot +% +% ,;3.4
When a oo:parieon is made bet-_men this model and model (el e we see that

_ model (e) as a poeeible choice mainly because it: is not: in as simplified a

: !i form as model (el and has not been verified by comparing it to the actual

i _ passenge: response as done for model (c).

_
•._" C1101 - 2 + 18,9 ; + 12.1 ; (Ref. 271 1&.251

-_'
;_ ' This model has been ob_alned from model (el after assuming that the

_: effects of _o, _ and CT ere negligible and by making use of a 10 point scale

(C " Ot 8NOOth ride, C - lOt unacceptable ride).

This model is not suggested for use when the observations made for model

(o) ere taken into _onelderation, the main reason being that:the assumptions

...!;, made for this model have no_ been verified by comparing the predicted com_ort

-:;.... ratin_ with the actual passenger ratin_, and therefore this model cannot be

:;:; used with much _onfidence.
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Model (g)

C(7) = 2 + 17.2 a + 17.1 a (Ref. 41) (A.26)
s ¥

The Pearson correlation coefficient for this model is 0.75 and on the

basis of this information we see that this model is preferre_ to model (c).

The value of the Pearson coefficient is better here since the model was

obtained using more refined data than that used for model (c). These were

[41, 42]:

1. Four types of aircraft were used: the Twin _ ter, the Nord 262, the

Beech 99, and the Sikorsky 8-61 helicopter whereas for model (c) the

three types of aircra£t used were the TWin Otter, the Nord 262, and

the Volpar Beech 18.

2. A revised questionnaire and

3. New samples of passengers.

The approach used was to assume a particular model and then see how well

it does in describing the available data. Model (g) was developed using this

approach.

The correlations of values predicted by this model with comfort responses

from the test subjects are presented below to see how well the model does in

describing the data of these four aircraft:

Nord 262: r - 0.63 (n = 134)

Twin Otter: r = 0.80 (n = 263)

Beech 99: r = 0.80 (n = 262)

Airplanes Only: r = 0.75 (n = 659)

Sikorsky 8-61: r -, 0.49 (n = 69)

All Aircraft: r = 0.74 (n = 728).

From this we see that the model displays exceptionallF good fit to the

data from all aircraft together, all airplanes, the Beech alone and the Twin

O_ter alone. The Nozd data fits less well but still the fit is acceptable.

Only the S-61 data fails to conform well to the model, but this model is as

good as one can get using all motion variables as shown below:
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Nord 262: r = 0.65 (n = 134) |

_/ Twin Otters r - 0.82 (n = 263)

i All Airplanes: r = 0.76 (n = 6591

Sikorsky 8-61: r - 0.56 (n = 69)

i_ All _Lrcraft: r = 0.75 (n = 728).! For all airplanes, we see gives an agreement

that this model excellent

when ¢Oml_Lred to the pearson correlation coefficient using all motion vari-

ables which is only 1% better and hardly _ustlfying the added complexity.

iI! Model (g) is, therefore, the best type to use now.

i After extensive NASA sponsored research, the authors of Rsf. 41 suggestusing thl8 model in RQ analysis. The observations made in this section from

_ model (a) to model (g) leads also to this conclusion.

THE VALUE TRANBPER FUNCTION AND SATISFACTION DECISION

i!i To potential users of RQ criteria, the key factor is passenger satisfac-

-_i tion or desire to take another trip by this mode of transportation. Thei value-oriented variable chosen is therefore the percentage of passengers

:!:_! satisfied with the ride, i.e., the fraction of passengers who when queried at

_i the conclusion of a flight said they would be willing to take another flightwithout any hesitation. Based on data from questionnaires completed by

_'_! passengers on board regularly scheduled comercial flights [41, 42] the

m_, satisfaction relation shown graphically in Figure 34 was established. The

!, heavy dots in Figure 34 represent data from the first flight program [38, 39],

i_ i.e., of model [o) Thus, it can be deduced that passengers in both flightii_

i_ programs relate the comfort scale to satisfaction in the same way. Also, the

if relationship between comfort and willingness to fly again is not only

,' replicated, but _,e meaningfulness of the scale labels is supported by this

!-_'_ replioatlon.

i-._,; The message to the airlines therefore is, if you wish to have a certain

i ' percentage of the passengers with no doubts about flying again, provide a

:i: flight which yields a comfort rating associated with this percentage. This in

_!. turn implies that the root-mean-square accelerations must not be allowed to

_. exceed the values associated with this particular comfort rating.

! q
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ORIGINAL P_Gff _

OF pOOR QUALITY

The d£scusston considered above takes into account only the overall

comfort ratings of the passengers. During an aircraft flight, a series of

unique ride events is experienced by the pessengsrs. While the mean comfort

rating for each of these events can be established by application of the

comfort rating model (g), the problem remains concerning the manner in which

these "local u com_ort ratings (experiences) can be integrated to obtain an

overall response for the entire flight. This problem was addressed in Ref. 39

where an approximate relationship was established for weighting the series of

local oc_ort ratings into a rating which closely matched the passengers*

overall trip comfo_ _ating. For a series of local ride events of equal time

duration:

El' Z2' E3' "'''"

the corresponding weighting factors to be applied to the event comfort rating

can be expressed as:

13/4, 23/4, 33/4, n3/4oeooe# •

This relationship, a 3/4-power weighting function, is assumed appropriate

for weighting any series of local mean comfort rating experiences into an

expected total trip mean reaction of passengers. This weighting implies that

a memory decay occurs (events at _he beginning of a fllght being less

important than events at the end) such that a Passenger's overall reaction to

the flight is a stronger function of the later portions of the flight than at

the beginning. The total trip comfort rating in equation form is:

n E3/4
E CE

ctrip " n (A.27)
Z e3/4

n=1

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The current state-of-the-art in Ride _uality technology for application

to the design of Active Ride Quallty Control Systems can be considered

sufficiently complete and can be applied with confidence to provide reliable

4t
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ii

results. _e recommended approach is to model the a_nospheric turbulence with

the Von r_re_m Spectres which together with the aircraft transfer function

would 1field _e H t_ansverse and vertical linear accelerations. These

accelerations can then be related to the comfort ratings of the passengers

with the ride _fort rating model suggested belows

!
i C17) - 2 + 17,2 a + 17.1

z ¥

This Ride Oomfort Index can then be =elated to the percentage of

passengers satisfied vith the ride. The RQZ or the percentage of passengers

satisfied with the ride can be compared to the unaugmented aircraft, the

various RQ_ deslgns, or to an aircraft such as the Boeing 737. _. this way,

'ii a relatively meaningful cmnparison can be made.
_"

- _._

o

.1

.I

,2

4
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